Let G be the space of lines in R 3 , i.e. the 4-dimensional manifold whose elements are all lines in R 3 . We can coordinatize G in the following way:
R
3 and this identi¯cation, thus d(`; m) = jx`¡ x m j + µ(`; m)
where µ(`; m) = µ(`¤; m ¤ ) is the unoriented angle (2 [0; ¼ 2 ]) between`and m. This distance has the following property. Let T`(a) be the cylinder of radius ±, axis`and length 1, centered at the point a 2`, and let T`= T`(x`) where x`is as de¯ned above.
Then for ¾¸±, µ(`; m) · ¾; T`\ T m 6 = ; ) d(`; m) · C 0 ¾
where C 0 is a suitable numerical constant.
All metric quantities de¯ned on G refer to the distance d.
We will be using mixed norms on G de¯ned in the following way: if F : G ! R then where the x-integral is with respect to two dimensional Lebesgue measure. We remark that the functions we will be considering will generally be supported in the set f(e; x) 2 G : kxk · 1g.
The X-ray transform is the map from functions on R 3 to functions on G de¯ned by
Our purpose is to prove the following estimate: The following is an equivalent formulation of Theorem 1 which is easier to work with.
Theorem 2 Let -be a subset of S 2 n § 1, let E be a subset of the unit disc in R 3 , anḑ > 0. Assume that for each e 2 -there are m ±-separated lines`with direction`¤ = e such that jT`\ Ej¸¸jT`j 
Of course, a subset fm j g of a metric space M is called ±-separated if j 6 = k implies that the distance from m j to m k is at least ±.
Theorems 1 and 2 are re¯nements of the result in [7] -the result in [7] corresponds to the case m = 1. The argument in the present context is more subtle than the argument in [7] , but the basic strategy is similar. Let D(a; r) be the ball centered at a with radius r. The main work is to prove Lemma 0 Theorem 2 is true provided we make the following additional hypothesis on the tubes T`:
For any a 2 R 3 ,
jT`\ E \ D(a; ± ² )j ·¸(log
A version of property (5) was also used in [7] . We could call it the \two ends" condition, since it expresses the fact that E \ T`is not concentrated near one end of T`.
We now explain brie°y how Theorem 1¯ts into the literature. There is a \space time"
estimate for the X-ray transform, i.e. an estimate from L p to L q (G), which in the three dimensional case says that
After a result of Oberlin and Stein [6] for the Radon transform, this was proved by Drury [3] with a loss of ² derivatives and then by Christ [2] .
In [2] it is conjectured that (6) should hold as an endpoint result, i.e. without the loss of ² derivatives. When p < 5 2 it is conceivable that this can be proved by re¯ning the argument below, but we do not attempt that here. Nor do we attempt a generalization of Theorem 1 to higher dimensions; the natural generalization would be (6) in R n with p = Acknowledgments Wilhelm Schlag pointed out an inaccuracy in a preliminary version of the paper, and Terry Tao pointed out some obscurities in the exposition.
Preliminaries
Some notation and terminology is as follows: the number ² is kept¯xed throughout the proof of Lemma 0. We also¯x ±, although needless to say the values of all constants must be independent of ±. If`is a line then the tubes T`(a) and T`are as de¯ned in the introduction and in particular have cross section radius ±. We will say that tubes T`and T m intersect at angle ¿ if T`\ T m 6 = ; and µ(`; m) = ¿ . If E is a set then the notation jEj will be used to denote the Lebesgue measure or cardinality of E depending on the context. The characteristic function of E will be denoted by Â E . The disc of radius r centered at x in a metric space is denoted D(x; r); we remark that we use this notation regardless of whether the metric space is R 3 , G, S 2 or something else. Finally we will use a certain normalization of the entropy of a set, which in practice will be a set in G or on the 2-sphere.
De¯nition If M is a metric space and
is the maximum possible cardinality for a ¾-separated subset of M.
In proving Lemma 0 we can assume that our lines intersect the unit ball in R 3 and make an angle of · 1 100
with the vertical direction, say, and will always make these assumptions in order to avoid some notational complications. We also always assume that ± is su±ciently small.
One problem in adapting the argument in [7] is as follows: use was made there of the fact (perhaps due to Cordoba) that a family of tubes contained in a C±-neighborhood of a 2-plane and with ±-separated directions must satisfy an estimate
up to ± ² factors. Here we will be considering families of lines which are ±-separated in the Grassmannian G, but their directions may not be ±-separated. Lemma 1.2 below is an adaptation of the Cordoba argument to this situation; the form of the statement may look peculiar, but it is the one which is most useful for our purposes.
We will be considering various rectangles R relative to an orthonormal basis e 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 with respective dimensions 100£w £100±, where we always assume that 100 > w > 100±.
Given such a rectangle R, we will call w the width of R and will refer to the plane through the center point of R spanned by the e 1 and e 2 directions as the 2-plane of R and to the line through the center in the e 1 direction as the axis of R.
We¯x a set E and number¸. If A is a ±-separated family of lines and if R is a 100 £ w £ 100±-rectangle then we de¯ne the tube density of R, d A (R), via
A plate of width w relative to A is a 100 £ w £ 100±-rectangle R with the following property:
Plate property Suppose that for each`2 A with T`½ R, a subset Y`½ T`\ E is given, satisfying jY`j¸(log
Assuming that A is ±-separated and the tubes fT`g`2 A satisfy (3), we de¯ne a quantity p ¾ (A) in the following way:
where R runs over all plates relative to A of width · ¾. We will frequently use the fact (easy to prove) that p ¾ is monotone under set inclusion,
Lemma 1.1 Assume that A is ±-separated and the tubes fT`g`2 A satisfy (3). Then
where R runs over all 100 £ w £ 100± rectangles with w · ¾ (not just plates).
Corollary (i) p ¾ (A) actually depends only on A and not on E or¸.
(
Proof of the corollary Part (i) is obvious from Lemma 1.1. Part (ii) follows since it is easy to see that if w 0 = max(± 2² w; 100±) and if R is a 100 £ w £ 100± rectangle which contains M tubes T`;`2 A, then there must be a 100 £ w 0 £ 100±-subrectangle containing at least C ¡1 ± 4² M of these tubes.
Proof of Lemma 1.1 Fix a rectangle P with essentially the maximum tube density, i.e., P is a 100 £ w £ 100± rectangle with w · ¾, and if R is any other such rectangle, then d A (R) · 2d A (P ). Let C(P ) be the lines`2 A with T`½ P .
It su±ces to show that P is a plate relative to A. So¯x appropriate subsets Y`½ T`, which from the form of the statement may be assumed to have measure exactly( log
For each`and ¿¸±, the maximality property of P implies there are . and ¿ . For each such m,
. Accordingly (the sum over ¿ below runs over dyadic values between ± and ¾)
Assume that A is a set, N a number with jAj · N . An allowable relation on A means a pair f¦ B g B½A ; », where 1) For each B ½ A, ¦ B is a collection of subsets of B. Also » is a relation between points of A and subsets of A which belong to [ B½A ¦ B .
2) If B 1 ½ B 2 and if S 1 2 ¦ B 1 , then there is S 2 2 ¦ B 2 with S 1 ½ S 2 such that x » S 1 implies x » S 2 .
3) If x 2 B then there is S 2 ¦ B with x » S.
If B ½ A; S 2 ¦ B then we de¯ne n B (S) = jfx 2 B : x » Sgj; and q(B) = max(n B (S) :
. We note that property 2) guarantees that q is monotone under set inclusion, In practice, we will work with several allowable relations simultaneously. Suppose
is a family of allowable relations on a set A and denote the quantities n B (S) and q(B) de¯ned using the relation » j by n such that x 2 C implies that for each j there is S 2 ¦ j B such that x 2 S and n
The point is that a fairly large \good" subset will always exist:
is a family of allowable relations on a set A with jAj · N , and if N is large enough depending on ² and k, then there is a subset A 0 ½ A with jA 0 j¸N ¡² jAj which is good relative to all of the relations » j .
Proof Consider a subset of A, which we denote by A i , which is not good with respect to all of the relations » j . Then, from the de¯nition, there is a subset B ½ A i with jBj¸(log N )
¡10
jA i j, such that half of the elements x 2 B satisfy max(n
. Hence we can¯nd a common value of j which works for at least 1 2k jBj elements. De¯ning A i+1 to be these elements, we see that
by property 2), and therefore
jA i j and j 2 f1; : : : ; kg such that
Now suppose we have a string
so that the above property holds for each i = 0; : : : ; n ¡ 1. We can pigeonhole to obtain a common value of j for at least n k values of i. Using the monotonicity property of q j it then follows that
On the other hand the last element of a maximal string (13) must be good. So we have found a good subset with at least ( We now specialize to the situation we care about, namely the following situation:
(*) A is a ±-separated subset of G and the tubes fT`g`2 A satisfy (3) with respect to some set E contained in the unit ball (and some¸).
If B ½ A then we let P j (B) be the set of all plates relative to B of width · ± j² . Ifì s a line, then we let P j (B;`) be the set of all plates relative to B of width · ± j² which contain T`. Finally, if R is a plate relative to B then we let B ir (R) be the set of lines in B such that the following conditions hold: (i) T`intersects R; and if we denote the axis direction of R by e, then (ii) the angle between the direction of`and the direction of e is · ± i² , and (iii) the angle between the 2-plane of R and the 2-plane spanned by`and a line through`in the e direction is · ± r² .
De¯nition Suppose that A 0 ½ A. Then A 0 is good if for any B ½ A 0 with jBj(
T m \ T`0 6 = ; and µ(`0; m) · ± j² gj.
2) For any integer j with ± j²¸1 00±,
Here we have set ¾ = ± j² , and the notation d B (R) and p ¾ (A 0 ) is de¯ned by (7) and (9).
3) For any j with ± j²¸1 00± and any i ·
Lemma 1.4 If A is as described by (*) then A has a good subset A 0 with jA 0 j¸± ² jAj.
Proof We will de¯ne a set of allowable relations and apply Lemma 1.3. Let A be our set of lines, N = ± ¡4 which is clearly an upper bound for jAj. If B ½ A, and if R is a plate relative to B, then we de¯ne a subset S B (R) = fm 2 B : T m ½ Rg. We could call this the combinatorial plate corresponding to the geometric plate R. We let ¦ j (B) be the set of all \combinatorial plates" relative to B with width · ± j² , i.e.
The following then constitute a set of · ² ¡4 allowable relations:
(1) j : For each B ½ A, ¦ B is all singleton subsets fmg; m 2 B, with the relations » fmg if µ(`; m) · ± j² and T`\ T m 6 = ;.
(2) j : ¦ B = ¦ j (B) is de¯ned by (16), and`» S B (R) if T`½ R.
is de¯ned by (16); and`» S B (R) if T`intersects R,`makes an angle · ± i² with the axis direction of R, and the 2-plane spanned by`and the axis direction of R makes an angle · ± r² with the 2-plane of R.
It is almost immediate that all these relations are allowable. We indicate the proof.
Property 2) holds for the relations (1): if S 1 = fmg, then take S 2 = fmg also.
Property 2) holds for the relations (2) and (3):
also, and it follows that we can take S 2 = S B 2 (R).
Property 3) holds for the relations (1): if`2 B then we can take S = f`g.
Property 3) holds for the relations (2) and (3): for this,¯x a line`2 B and set
where R is a 100 £ w £ 100± rectangle containing T`, with axis very close to and coplanar with`, and width slightly greater than 100±. R will be a plate with respect to B according to our de¯nition and clearly`» S for any of the relations (2) or (3).
By Lemma 1.3, there is a subset A 0 ½ A which is good with respect to all of these relations and has cardinality¸± ² jAj. Let us now see that this means A 0 is good in the sense of the preceding de¯nition. Fix an appropriate subset B and choose a further subset C using the fact that A 0 is good with respect to the relations (1), (2), (3). If`0 2 C then properties 1) and 3) in the de¯nition of good follow immediately using the relations (1) and (3). For example, the relation (3) ijr leads to the conclusion max
which is slightly stronger than (15), and similarly (1) j leads to a slightly stronger form of property 1). It remains to prove (14). The relations (2) j imply in the notation (7), (9) that max
for any k, where w(R) is the width of R. Now let j and ¾ be as in (14) and choose a plate achieving p ¾ (A 0 ), i.e. R is a plate relative to A 0 with width w · ¾ and p ¾ (
Choose k as large as possible subject to ± k²¸w . Note that then ± k² · ± ¡² w and also k¸j. It follows by (17) that p ¾ (A 0 ) · ± ¡2² d B (R) for some R 2 P k (B;`0), and now we are done since P k (B;`0) ½ P j (B;`0). ¤
First part of proof
In this section we prove the following lemma, which is a re¯nement of the main lemma in [7] .
Lemma 2.1 Assume A is a ±-separated subset of G and for each`2 A the tube Ts
atis¯es (3), (5).
Then for some ¾ 2 (100±; 100) and for some subset A 0 ½ A with jA 0 j¸± C1² jAj,
Proof We may assume that A is good in the sense of Lemma 1.4, else we pass to a suitable subset which is. (Actually, for the current argument only property 1) in the de¯nition is needed) Let Â E be the characteristic function of E and de¯ne
It is easy to see that ¹ A (x) . ± ¡2 for all x -this follows since a ±-separated family of lines passing through a¯xed point has cardinality . ± ¡2 . We also de¯ne
We claim there are positive integers j · 1 ² and N . ± ¡2 and a subset A 00 ½ A such that
and if`2 A 00 , then
where
This follows from the pigeonhole principle. Namely, if C is a suitable constant then for each`there is N , a dyadic integer so that
Accordingly we can pick a value of N so that (24) holds with that value of N for at least (Clog 
and therefore (25) holds with a common value of j for at least ² ¢ (C(log
This proves the claim. We will use similar \pigeonhole" arguments several times below without giving the details.
We clearly have
Note that this immediately implies (18) (with ¾ ¼ ±) if N¸· ± ¡12² , say, so in proving (18) we may assume that N¸¸± ¡12² .
Assuming N¸¸± ¡12² we now set ¾ = ± (j¡1)² and letT ¾ (`) be the 3 £ 3¾ tube concentric with T`. For each`2 A 00 , we de¯ne A 00 (`) = fm 2 A 00 : m » j`g where » j is the relation`» j m if T`\ T m 6 = ; and µ(`; m) · ± (j¡1)² . We further de¯ne E`for`2 A 00 by
. It follows using (22) that there are at least
at angle between ± ² ¾ and ¾.
Detailed justi¯cation for the latter assertion is as follows. Let B = fm 2 A :
T m intersects T`at angle between ± ² ¾ and ¾g. Then
as claimed. We will use this argument again in section 3 without giving the details.
By the \goodness" property, we can choose A 0 ½ A 00 with jA 0 j¸1 2 jA 00 j so that if
and ¿ . We denote this set of lines m by C. Thus
We now repeat the argument from [7] . First we dispense with a minor technicality.
Namely, we have
To see this note that
± 4 is a bound for the number of ±-separated tubes which can intersect T`at angle · ¿. Hence, since N¸¸± ¡12² ,
proving (28). Now, as in [7] we choose a family of 2-planes ¦ k through`corresponding to a maximal ± . Let Z m be the points in Y m which are at distance at least ± ² ¿ from the axis`. Using (28) and standard geometrical facts, the complement of Z m in Y m is contained in a disc of radius ¼ ± ² , so (22) and the \two ends property" (5) imply that jZ m j¸(log
Lemma 1.2 implies (using (10)) that
Therefore, since no point of any Z m can belong to more than
by (27) . ¤
We now note the following (this is the punchline!). Let C 0 be the constant in (2).
Claim If x 2 R 3 , then there are at most
Namely, suppose we have M such lines`. For each of them there is a line m = m`at
Note the m's are 2C 0 ¾-separated by (2), since T`intersects T m`a t angle · ¾. It follows by (2) that no tube can intersect two di®erent T m 's at angle · ¾. Accordingly property
² by property 1. This proves the claim.
Now take a maximal 4C 0 ¾-separated subset B ½ A 0 . By the claim and then Lemma 2.2, we have
or in other words
since of course E ¾ (A) and E 4C 0 ¾ (A) are comparable. If we take the geometric mean of 
Then
Proof Fix a number ¾¸±. Note that all the lines in A make an angle · Á with ā xed 2-plane. We will use this fact to get a lower bound on E ¾ (A). Namely, let A ¤ be the set of angles`¤;`2 A.
. On the other hand, A ¤ is contained in a Á-neighborhood of a great circle on the 2-sphere, which implies that
if ¾¸¿ (this is true for any set on the 2-sphere), so we may conclude that
Á for all ¾, and therefore
The result now follows from Lemma 2.1.
¤.
Corollary Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3, suppose that for each`2 A a subset Y`½ T`\ E is given, with jY`j¸(log
holds also forẼ, i.e.
The idea is to apply Lemma 2.3 with E replaced byẼ and¸replaced by (log 1 ± ) ¡4 . In order to do this we must make the following remarks:
² (5) does not quite hold anymore. However, it holds if we replace the exponent 10 on the right hand side by 6. The reader can easily check that this does not make any di®erence.
² The de¯nition of the number p ¾ (A) depended in principle on¸and E as well as A.
However, in fact it depends only on A by the corollary to Lemma 1.1.
Accordingly we can apply Lemma 2.3 as indicated, obtaining
The factor (log 1 ± ) ¡8 may of course be incorporated into the ± C2² factor, so we are done.¤ Remark The considerations in section 2 generalize immediately to higher dimensions.
In particular, Lemma 2.1 is true in R n with the same proof provided we de¯ne E ¾ (A) = ¾ n¡1 ¢(maximum possible cardinality for a ¾-separated subset of A), de¯ne p using 100 £ w £ 100± £ : : : £ 100± rectangles and replace the factor ± ¾ by ( ± ¾ ) n¡2 .
Main argument
The argument in this section will be based on considering families of tubes which intersect a plate, rather than a tube as in the previous section. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 below record some simple geometrical facts relevant in this situation.
Lemma 3.1 Suppose that Á 2 (±;
), w · ¾ and R is a 100 £ w £ 100±
rectangle. Let ¦ be the 2-plane of R, let fµ k g be a maximal
Áw+± ¾ -separated subset of ( ; otherwise some minor changes in the argument are required) we have jzj = (sin µ k )jxj+ O(Áw + ±) for each k and therefore, arranging the µ k 's in increasing order, (n¡1)
. Then jzj .
Á¾ n¡1
+ Áw +±, which implies jzj .
since obviously n ¡1 .
Á¾ Áw+±
. This is equivalent to the statement. ¤ Lemma 3.2 Suppose that ¾ 2 (±;
) and R is a 100 £ w £ 100± rectangle.
Let`be a line and assume that`makes an angle¸¾ ¡ ± with the axis direction of R and that the 2-plane spanned by`and the axis direction of R makes an angle¸Á ¡ ± with the 2-plane of R. Then
Proof Choose coordinates so the axis direction of R is the y direction, the 2-plane of R is parallel to the xy plane and the origin belongs to T`\ R. If p = (x; y; z) is a point of Tt hen the assumptions mean that jxj + jyj + jzj . ¾ ¡1 (jxj + jzj) + ±, jxj + jzj . Á 2 C a subset Y`½ T`\ E is given, with jY`j¸(log
contained in a slab of width C(Á¾ + ±) and
Proof It's obvious thatẼ is contained in a slab of width C(Á¾ + ±). We now prove (32). We¯rst dispense with a minor technicality. Namely, we can assume Á¾¸± ¡2² ¢ ±.
To see this, suppose that Á¾ · ± ¡2² ¢ ±. Then all the tubes in C are contained in a C± 1¡2² -neighborhood of a 2-plane. Accordingly (32) follows immediately from the corollary to . By the corollary to Lemma 2.3,
Notice that no point is in more than C± ¡² sets of the formẼ \ ¦
C(wÁ+±) k
, by Lemma 3.1
(ii). So if we sum over k we get
In order to apply Lemma 3.3 we need to¯nd su±ciently large families of tubes which intersect a suitable rectangle. This is done in the next lemma, which is analogous to 
Let ¾ = ± (j¡1)² and let m = m(A). Then for some line`2 B there are a number Á 2 (±; 
Proof Let C be associated to B as in the de¯nition of \good" preceding Lemma 1.4.
We will show that the conclusion holds for any`2 C. So¯x a line`0 2 C.
By (14) and part (ii) of the corollary to Lemma 1.1, T`0 must be contained in a plate P relative to B of width w · max(100±; ± 2² ¾) and B-tube density d B (P )¸± 7² p, where
Claim For some Á¸±, there is a set
such that if`2 D 0 then T`intersects P ,`makes an angle · ¾ with the axis of P , and the 2-plane spanned by`and the axis direction of P makes an angle · Á with the 2-plane of P .
To prove the claim, let § be the set of lines`2 B such that T`½ P and Z = [fY`: 
and (35) follows.
Taking the geometric mean of (34) and (35) we conclude that
Next, through each point x 2 Z there are at least ²N tubes T`with`2 A which make an angle between ± ² ¾ and ¾ with some line m such that T m ½ P . Since the width of P is · max(± 2² ¾; 100±) it follows that these tubes T`make an angle between 1 2 ± ² ¾ ¡ C± and 2¾ + C± with the axis of P . For each of these tubes T`, the 2-plane spanned bỳ and the axis direction of P makes a certain angle Á`depending on the tube with the 2-plane of P . By pigeonholing we can¯nd a number Á 2 (±;
) and a subset F ½ Z with jF j¸± ² jZj, so that if x 2 F there are N ± ² of these tubes T`which contain x and are such that Á`2 (
; Á).
To summarize: there is a subset F ½ P with measure¸± It follows by (15) in the de¯nition of good (applied with ± i² = ± ¡² ¾, r as large as possible subject to ± r²¸Á , and j as large as possible subject to ± j²¸w ) that there is a plate P 0 containing T`0 with width w 0 · ± ¡² w which intersects at least
) tubes T`with`2 B such that`makes an angle · ± ¡² ¾ with the axis of P 0 and the 2-plane spanned by`and the axis direction of P 0 makes an angle · ± ¡² Á with the 2-plane of P 0 . We can pigeonhole to obtain a number ¿ · ± ¡² Á and
) of these tubes T`for which the 2-plane spanned by`and the axis direction of P 0 makes an angle 2 ( 
Inequality (36) may be seen as follows: if wÁ¸± then
On the other hand if wÁ · ± then
This proves (36), hence (33). ¤
Now we need a simple lemma. Here we let
be the Kakeya maximal function as de¯ned in [1] .
Lemma 3.5 Suppose that ± · ¾ · 100 and that fS j g M j=1 are slabs with respective is contained in a C(Á k ¾ + ±)-slab. Let C be a family of lines and for each`2 C, let
where the union is taken over all k such that E k is contained in the ¾-neighborhood of`.
Assume the following: for every`2 C, jT`\ E(`)j¸± ²¸j T`j. Then
where C ¤ is as usual the set of directions f`¤g`2 C .
Proof By the form of the statement it su±ces to show (37) assuming that C ¤ is contained in a single ¾-disc, and in that case it is immediate from Lemma 3.5 since
Proof of Lemma 0 We start by¯xing a maximal ±-separated subset § ¤ of -, and for each e 2 § ¤ we choose (exactly) m ±-separated lines`with`¤ = e and so that the tubes T`satisfy (3) and (5). We then choose a \good" subset by Lemma 1.4. We denote this last set of lines by A. Note that
and also
if C is any subset of A with jCj¸± ² jAj. Furthermore, the quantity m(A) de¯ned by (30) is . m.
We choose N and ¾ = ± (j¡1)² as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 so that the set Y
T`j for a set of`2 A with cardinality¸(log 1 ± ) ¡2 jAj, and we let B be this set of`'s. We also let f`j g be a maximal ± ¡² ¾-separated subset of B and let ¿ j be the tube of length C 6 and radius C 6 ± ¡² ¾ concentric with T`j. Here C 6 is a large constant which is chosen as follows:
let C 4 be as in Lemma 3.4 and make C 6 large enough that if d(`;`j) · (C 4 + 2)± ¡² ¾ and
It is easy to see that this is legitimate.
We will de¯ne subsets F k ½ E by a recursive construction. The logic here is similar to [1] , p. 154. The F k will have the following properties:
2) The F k assigned to a given ¿ j are disjoint and are contained in [`2 B\D(`j;(C4+2)± ¡² ¾) Y 0 .
(In particular, this implies they are contained in ¿ j , by choice of C 6 ).
, and satis¯es
To start the recursion, let F 0 = ; and assign it to some arbitrary ¿ j . If F i has been de¯ned for · k ¡ 1, then for each tube in B, we let
We throw out all`2 B such that jY`j · T`j.
It follows that for some`2 B there is a set
with property 3). We choose j so that`2 D(`j ; 2± ¡² ¾) and assign F k to this ¿ j . Then clearly F k is contained in [fY m : m 2 D(`j; (C 4 + 2)± ¡² ¾)g. It follows using (40) that F k is disjoint from F i if i < k and F i is also assigned to ¿ j . This gives property 2).
It remains only to observe that when the induction stops property 4) will hold. This follows from the corollary to Lemma 3.5. Namely, if the induction stops at stage k then at stage k we have a subset C ½ B of \thrown out" lines, with jCj¸1 2 jBj¸1 2 (log 1 ± ) ¡2 jAj, and therefore also E ± (C ¤ ) & ± 2² j-j by (39). If`2 C, then we let
Since`is thrown out we have
Each set F i is contained in a C(± ¡2² Á i ¾ + ±)-slab and for a given`2 C, the sets E(`) are contained in the C± ¡² ¾-neighborhood of`. Accordingly (37) (with ¾ replaced by C± ¡² ¾)
which gives 4).
Next, using properties 3) and 4) we have Lemma 2.1) that no point is in more than C ² E j 's. We conclude that
As in the proof of Lemma 2.1 (see (26)), we also have jEj¸(2N )
by (38). If we combine this with (41) we get
and the proof of Lemma 0 is complete. ¤
Proofs of the theorems
Proof of Theorem 2 This is essentially the same as [7] , section 4. The argument may appear simpler here however due to our attempt at abstraction in [7] .
The idea is to induct on ±. There is a technical point which must be dealt with¯rst.
Namely, in the preceding sections it was convenient to assume that E was contained in the unit ball but this is now inconvenient, since we will want to use a rescaling argument.
We take care of this issue in the next lemma.
Lemma 4.1 Assume that Theorem 2 is true for a certain value of ±. Then the following variant is also true for the same value of ±. Here the constants C and C ² are the same as in (4) and¯is a numerical constant.
Let -be a subset of S 2 n § 1, let E be a subset of R 3 , and¸> 0. Assume that for each e 2 -there are m ±-separated lines f`jg m j=1 , and points fa j g m j=1 with a j 2`j, such that jT`j(a j ) \ Ej¸¸jT`j(a j )j. Then
Proof Let · and ® be small constants chosen in that order. Subdivide R 3 in cubes,
where Q j is the cube centered at ·j with sidelength ·. Denote E j = (Q j \ E) ¡ ·j, i.e. E j is the part of E contained in Q j , translated to the origin. Then E j is contained in the unit ball, and since any tube T`(a) intersects only a bounded number of cubes Q j , one has the following: let m j (e) be the maximum possible cardinality for a ±-separated set of lines`in the e direction such that jT`\E j j¸®¸jT`j. Then P j m j (e)¸m for all e 2 -.
Hence also
Note that m j (e) . ± ¡2 for any j and e. Accordingly there are numbers f¹ j g such that
where -j = fe 2 -: ¹ j · m j (e) · 2¹ j g. Because of the hypothesis that Theorem 2 is true with the given ±, we then get
where the implicit constant is purely numerical. On the other hand, clearly ¹ j · m and j-j j · j-j for any j. Accordingly If we substitute this into (42) we get the result. ¤ Proof of Theorem 2 As has already been mentioned the proof is by induction on ±.
By Lemma 2 we can choose C and A ² so that if (3) and (5) hold then
Next we choose ± 0 small enough that if ± < ± 0 then 2
Theorem 2 is trivial when ±¸± 0 provided C ² is large enough, so we can de¯ne a constant C ² by the following requirements:
² Theorem 2 is true with the given constant C ² provided ±¸± 0 ² C ²¸2 A ² .
Fix ± < ± 0 and assume that Theorem 2 has been proved with this value of C ² for parameters ±, ±¸± 1¡² . Then under the assumptions of Theorem 2 ± , one of the following must happen:
1) There is a subset-½ -with measure¸1 2 j-j, such that if e 2-then there are m 2
±-separated lines`with direction e such that (3) and (5) hold.
2) There is a subset-½ -with measure¸1 2 j-j, such that if e 2-then there are m 2 ±-separated lines`with direction e such that (3) holds and (5) fails.
In case 1), we simply apply Lemma 0 with -and m replaced by-and m 2
(more precisely, we use the second requirement on C ² ), obtaining the estimate
which is the necessary inequality (4).
In case 2), we let E be E dilated by a factor ± ¡² . Fix e 2-and one of the 
where the last line follows from (43). This¯nishes the proof of Theorem 2. ¤ Proof of Theorem 1 Fix ± and de¯ne
The¯rst step is to prove
when f is supported in the unit disc, with p; q; r as in Theorem 1.
A well-known argument (in this case it can be carried out by interpolation with L 1 and then with the result of [3] ) shows that a bound like (44) which is insensitive to ± ¡² factors need only be proved for characteristic functions. So¯x a set E, let f = Â E , and
. We claim that for some M there is a set -½ S 2 with
To see this, note that X ± f is roughly constant on discs of radius ±, in the sense (say) that
for any e 0 2 S 2 , so that sup e kX ± f (e; ¢)k
Split the integral over J into the regions -j where kX ± f (e; ¢)k j-j & ± ² j-j such that if e 2-then X ± f (e; x)¸¸for a set of x of measure at least m± 2 . Equivalently, if e 2-then there are m ±-separated lines`with direction e and with jE \ T`j¸¸jT`j. We conclude by Theorem 2 that
so we have proved (44). To¯nish the proof of Theorem 1 we have to trade the ± ² factor for ² derivatives. This is a standard argument. We choose a C ), and a Schwarz function ½ such that1 has compact support not containing the origin, such that^d
It is easy to see that this is possible. Here are details since we don't have a reference at hand: start with a C 
Furthermore, let°be a C ) and supported in
).
In proving Theorem 1 we can suppose that f is supported in D(0;
) and kf k p;² = 1.
; this follows easily using the de¯nition of the Sobolev space and the support property of1. In the second place, using the support properties we have
on suppf , and therefore jXf j · X(j´¤ f j) + X j X(jÃ j ¤ (°¢ (½ j ¤ f ))j)
The¯rst term is · C pointwise. For the remaining terms, we use that X(jÃ j ¤ gj)j · CX ± j jgj pointwise if suppg ½ D(0; ), where ± j = 2 ¡j . This is clear from the de¯nitions and the compact support of Ã. Applying (44) with ² in (44) taken to be small compared with the current ², we obtain
. Theorem 1 now follows by (45). ¤
Concluding remarks 1)
The following is an easy corollary of Theorem 1 or 2:
Let E be a Borel subset of R 3 and assume that for each e 2 S 2 , there is a Borel set L e ½ e ? with Hausdor® dimension at least¯such that for each x 2 L e , some segment of the line through x in the e direction is contained in E. Then the Hausdor® dimension of E is at least 5 2 +4 .
Here e ? is the orthogonal complement of e in R 3 . We omit the proof. It follows a standard pattern originating (to the author's knowledge) in [1] .
2) We make a few remarks about the open question of whether or not the exponent 5 2 in the Kakeya problem can be improved. For example, let E be a compact set containing a unit line segment`e in every direction e. Is its Minkowski dimension (i.e. 3¡limsup ±!0 log jE ± j log ± , E ± = ±-neighborhood of E) strictly greater than d(`e;`e0) · ± has measure¸± ² ¢ ± 2 .
At the opposite extreme, if the inequality d(`e;`e0)¼je ¡ e 0 j holds in the strict sense that d(`e;`e0) · Cje ¡ e 0 j
for all e and e 0 then it is easy to show using Rademacher's theorem on a.e. di®erentiability of Lipschitz functions (e.g. [4] ) that E will have positive measure.
We indicate the proof (in R n ) assuming that for each e, E contains a segment of`e with length 1 which intersects the plane x n = 0; only minor modi¯cations are required to and de¯ne a family of maps F t from a suitable subset of R n¡1 to R n¡1 by letting (F t (»); t)
be the intersection point between`e and the plane x n = t. Note that F t (») = F 0 (») + t».
F 0 is Lipschitz, so we can choose Y and a linear map T so that Y has positive measure and jF 0 (») ¡ F 0 (´) ¡ T (» ¡´)j < ²j» ¡´j, »;´2 Y , where ² is to be determined. We then have jF t (») ¡F t (´) ¡(tI + T )(» ¡´)j · ²j» ¡´j when »;´2 Y , where I is the identity map.
Hence F t is bilipschitz on Y provided that ²k(tI + T )
¡1
k < 1, which will be the case for all t except a set of measure · C² 1 n¡1 . We are free to choose ² small, so the result follows using the fact that a bilipshitz image of a set of positive measure has positive measure and then Fubini's theorem.
However, it appears di±cult to replace the strict sense condition (46) with a similar condition (e.g. (*)) which is weak enough to be useful, even if one asks only for the weaker conclusion dim(E) > .
